Appendix 1. Coding structure

Report dimension

*Report identification number*
- Numbers (1, 2, 3, etc.)

*Report type*
1. Assessment report
2. Field evaluation report
3. Excavation report

*Organizational type (report author)*
1. Foundation
2. Incorporated business
3. Part of government agency
4. Member association
5. Sole proprietorship

Source item dimension

*Source identification number*
- Numbers connected to report identification number (1:1, 1:2, 2:1, etc.)

*Source author, Archive name or Map title*
Names as spelled out in bibliographical lists

*Source age*
Publishing year

*Source type*
- Text based
  1. Archaeological report
  26. DAFF ("Dokumentation av fältarbetsfasen" - Documentation of field work phase)
  30. Notes ("GAM-anteckningar")
  2. Monograph or anthology, academic (academically edited or published by academic institution)
  3. Monograph or anthology, professional
  4. Book chapter, academic (peer review, academically edited or published by academic institution)
  5. Book chapter, professional
  6. Article, academic (peer review)
  7. Article, professional
  8. Conference paper, academic (academic author)
  9. Conference paper, professional
  10. Doctoral dissertation
  11. Masters thesis
  12. Bachelors or other undergraduate level thesis
  13. Reference work
  14. Popular literature (books, articles, booklets)
  28. Technical report (e.g. osteology, geotechnical, soil technical report)
  29. Historic building conservation document (e.g. "Byggnadshistorisk rapport")
  27. Cultural heritage management document (e.g. Overarching conservation program)
  32. Administrative document, other
  31. Correspondence

Data, database items
15. Database or OPAC, unspecified selection
16. Data from archive or OPAC, specified selection
17. Web page, general (main site direction)
18. Web page, specific (specified site direction)
Visual or sensorial items

19. Map
20. Archaeological material (artifacts, features, structures, non-artefactual organic or environmental remains)
21. Image, photo
22. Image, drawing
23. Three dimensional model
24. Moving image
25. Oral

Source format

1. Analogue
2. Digital, born analogue
3. Digital, born digital
4. Oral
5. Not possible to decide from info in biblio. list

Source language

1. Swedish
2. Danish, Norwegian, Icelandic
3. English
4. Other

Spatial relation source writer/source publisher - report writer/report publisher

1. Written by the same author as report in question
2. Published by the same organization as report author belongs to
3. Published by organization from the same county as report author’s organization
4. Published by organization from the same country, but not county as report author’s organization
5. Published by organization from Denmark, Norway, Iceland
6. Published by organization from EU country (other than Denmark, Norway, Iceland)
7. Published by organization from country outside EU